Decorate fabrics, walls, ceilings, and a host of other flat surfaces with the help of this lovely stencil collection featuring the queen of flowers. Three sheets of sturdy, pre-cut plastic stencils depict elegant blossoms in eleven different patterns, including graceful sprays for border motifs and single blooms—full-blown and bud-shaped. A lovely way to enhance wall hangings, clothing, bathroom and bedroom walls, furniture and other items, these exquisite stencil images are laser-cut for sharpest detail and greatest durability. They come complete with easy-to-follow instructions that make application a snap—even if you’re a beginner.
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There are three sheets of heavy white plastic of 11 different rose patterns. Some are graceful sprays that could be used for borders, and some are single flowers—some in full-bloom and some just buds. Anything you might want is probably here. You can also use portions of the designs with success.

Used these stencils for pattern painting on bathroom walls. Duplicate stencils allowed for pattern planning and execution. Other size images are available.
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